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Recovery creep model for a stationary state of plastic yielding 

M. ZORAWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THIS paper is aimed at deriving the theoretical foundations of the process of plastic yielding. 
· This . phenomenon is fairly weU known in the case of a one-dimensional model and is based on 

the. experimentally confirmed formulae and hypotheses. The paper is based on the general field 
equations ofinobile dislocations; the relations derived are known from experiments concerning 
plastic yielding. Three-dimensional cases may also be treated in a similar manner. 

Praca niniejsza ma za zadanie podanie podstaw teoretycznych dla zjawiska plyni~ia plastycz
nego. Zjawisko to jest dose dobrze opracowane dla inodelu jednoW}'miarowego i opiera si~ na 
wzorach · i hipotezach potwierdzonych doswiadczalnie. W pi'acy; opieraj~c si~ na r6wnaniath 
og6Jnycb pola ruchomych dyslokacji, otrzymano zwi~ki przyjniowane doswiadczalnie a odno
s~ce si~ do stanu plyni~ia plastycznego. Moina wi~ podobnie otrzymac zwi~ki dla ciala 
tr6jwymiarowego. 

Hacro~aSI pa6oTa HMeeT QeJibiO npuae.o;ellHe TeopeTWieCKHX ocaoa Jl:IDI HBJieHIDI nJiaCTHtlec .. 
KOrO TelleHIDI. 3TO HBJieHHe ~OBOJibHO XOpOWO pa3pa6oT8HO WUI O~OMepHOit: MO)l;eJIH H OIIH
paeTCR aa «<><>PMYJihi H rHnoTeabi no.o;Taep>~<.o;eHHbie 3KCIIepHMCBTllJILHO. B pa6oTe, 6a3upy.fl 
Ha o6~ ypaaaei{IDIX noJIH nO~H>KHl.JX .o;HCJIOKai:tHit:, no.nyq:em.I coomomeHHH HaKJia.I(bmae
MLie 3KCIIepHMeHTaJibHO H omopD.QHeCJI K COCTOmDoo nJiaCTW!ecKOrO TeqeHHH, liTaK MO>I<HO 
aHaJIOrlfliHO llOJIYliHTL COOTI{OWei{IDI Jl:IDI TpeXMepHOrO TeJia. 

THE idea of the model of recovery creep is the assumption that the strength of metals increa
ses along with .increasing deformation and decreases with time. If . both processes occur 
simultaneously, the deformation produeed is time-dependent and may serve as on ade
quate description for the processes in the first and second stages of yielding. 

The model was originally proposed by · BAILE and OROWAN [1 , 2] and then developed 
by various authors [3, 4, 8]; ~t provides a real, experimentally verified process of yielding. 
The model is one-dimensional and takes into account the variations of dislocation density 
occurring during the process. 

In the model proposed by Me LEAN [3], the activation energy of the process is expressed 
by the formulae 

E = P(ht-:-rt), 
ou 

r =-at' 

oujoe denoting the hardening parameter and oujot- the creep velocity. 
The strain rate may be written as 

(1) . . ( E) e = t 0 exp - -kT 

eo being the strain rate ·at t = 0. 
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In the state of stationary yielding e = const and the activation energy is constant, 
thus both processes of creep and hardening compensate each other. In terms of dislocations 
we may say that during stationary yielding the dislocation density increases (the mean 
distance between the dislocation becomes smaller due to the increasing deformations and 
internal stresses); on the other hand the dislocation density decreases (the mean distance 
between the dislocation increases). This is connected with stretching of the material itself. 
The latter process is called the diffusion of dislocations. It should be ·stressed that the 
model is characterized by two unknown coefficients connected with the initial strain rate 
and with the mobility of diffusing dislocations. 

This paper aims at demonstrating the theoretical foundations of . that model on the 
basis of the dynamical theory of continuous distribution of dislocations in a· continuous 
medium. 

Let us start from the general field equations written in the form 

(2) 

(3) V LV M(oKM +aKM) = eiif' 
d p 

(4) v J( r/i + fli) = e ;;; , 
I d I 

(5) 
V1,(a1'i' +a''i' = eu1' 

I p p 

with the following notations: 

r~ii selfstresses (connected with the dislocation density), 
I 

r~KL apparent stresses introduced to the body so as to ensure the compatibility of 
d elements in the relaxed state (in the equilibrium equations they play the role 

of body forces), 
r~KL stresses due to external loading, 
p 

en local (incompatible) strains produced by the dislocation density, 
d 

nnlll dislocation density, 
eKLM Ricci tensor, 

u1 displacements of the medium produced by selfstresses (dislocations), 
I 

u1 displacements produced by external loading, 
p 

uf variation of the plastic distortion (of the non-holonomic system) due to exter
nal loading. 

The equations were formulated in [5]. The essential problem is to figure out the descrip
tion of a continuous medium defined by a reference frame and, simultaneously, by a non
holonomic base with each deformation of the reference frame deforming the non-holonomic 
bases and, conversely, each deformation of the bases deforming the frame of reference. 
To derive the above equations, the way of reasoning as proposed by KRONER [6] ·was u8ed~ 
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and so was the assumption that for non-holonomic bases the equations of motion (second 
law of Newtonian mechanics) is satisfied by the force and acceleration increments, 

dF =d(ma). 

Here, dF is the increment of the force acting on the element, and a - the acceleration 
increment of the element; both magnitudes are written in the non-holonomic system. 

This assumption yields Eq. (2) which describes the variation of the non-holonomic 
system during the motion. The entire deformation process takes place in Euclidean space, 
and thus the curvature tensor vanishes both in the coordinate system and in the non
holonomic system. The aholonomy object QKLM describes the dislocation density and 
hence the disordering of the non-holonomic bases is caused by the existence of dislocations. 
This description is synonymous with expressing the dislocation density in terms of the 
torsion tensor. In the case of QKLM = 0, with the non-holonomic bases forming a coordi
nate system, the equations reduce to the classical equations of continuous media. 

The dependence of aKL on EKL holds true for the medium in a relaxed state (without 
d d 

any stresses or dislocations}, and so it may be assumed- at least in the first phase of 
defbrmation- in the linear form 

(6) aKL = EKLMNEMN· 

j d 

The one-dimensional state may be obtained by assuming a single component of the 
strain tensor EMN to be non-zero and under the condition that the non-holonomic bases 

d 

are symmetrically deformed, i.e., 

E = E1 u =F 0 and o1 = Bu. 
d 

The dislocation density will be equal to Q = D; 111 = -Du111 =F 0, the remaing compo
nents being.zero. The latter assumption means that the number of dislocations with Burgers. 
vectors parallel to the axes I and II is the same in each element. 

From Eq. (2), we obtain the relation 

o1E = -4Q 

or an equivalent condition 

o11 E = -4Q. 

If a111 = a = E/p,, then by using in Eq. (4) the condition o1a = -81 a-+ o1 a = -
d d d d 

- 01 C1 = - 0 I C1 We Obtain 
& 

or 

(7) da = 4p,DdX, 

X being a non-holonomic system, dX can not be integrated in the medium. However, by 
ssuming the non-holonomic base vectors to have the lengths a, a being a multiple of the 
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crystal lattice constant and of the order of magnitude of the dislocations spacing, Eq. (7) 
may be integrated locally in its base to yield 

(8) (J = 4~-tDa. 
Here it has been assumed that the dislocations existing in a square of sides a are uniformly 
distributed over the entire surface. Hence the dislocation density is constant on the surface 
a x a what does not mean, however, that it is constant in the whole body. The role of 
variability of the dislocation density is taken over by the parameter a. 

On the other hand, in a square a x a the relation between Burgers vector and the dislo
cation density has the form 

whence 
a = bt!Z[J-112 

and so Eq. (8) yields the result 

(9) 

It is the experimentally confirmed relation between the self-stresses and the dislocation 
density. It has been stated before that in a lattice cell of side a, the dislocation density is 
constant, while the mean distance between the dislocations a may vary with the space 
variables and time. 

The assumption · of stationary yielding requires that 

ii = 0 and u1 = 0. 
p 

Then, from Eqs. (3)-(5) it follows that 

By differentiating the above equation, considering its skew-symmetric part and taking 
into account the relations 

and 

we obtain 

-UJPMsas((JKL,L) = (!DPMK • 
I 

Passing to the one-dimensional model, we have 

- wal (J = eii. 
' 

By means of Eq. (7) this relation may be written in the form 

-8pDaiD = eii 
or 

(10) 
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The assumption of plastic yielding for the non-holonomic system yields the conclusion 

dXK = a.<K> dt 

605 

what means that the rate of deformation of the non-holonomic lattice is constant in time, 
i.e. the shear deformation increments are also constant in time. 

Equation (10) may then be written in the form 

(11) an - 4 P Q2 a.<K> = a.. Tt--e;' 

This equation has been experimentally confirmed, the coefficient 4pfea. being defined as 
the coefficient of mobility of dislocations. This relation describes the process of recovery 
creep. 

The increments of selfstresses with time t ·resulting from the recovery creep as described 
by Eq. (11) may be calculated from Eq. (9) by differentiation and by applying Eq. (11), 

ou 1 dQ S!J2bti2Q3t2 
(12) - = 4pblf2-----=-- = at 2 yn dt ea. 

Using the relation a = b1
' 2!J-1

' 2 as will as Eq. (11) we obtain a change of dislocation 
spacing (the cell a x a) in time produced by the diffusion of dislocations. It may be written 
in the form 

(13) !!.!!_ = 2bp _!_ 
dt ea. a 

This relation was also experimentally determined [7] as 

!!.!!_ = M_!_ 
dt a ' 

where T denoted the linear tension of a dislocation line and M- a certain coefficient 
depending on the dislocation mobility. 

The increment of self-stresses produced by the increasing dislocation density is obtained 
directly from Eq. (9), 

(14) 

and ou j oe is found to have the form 

au au an au 
ae-= an auae· 

Here 

(15) 

1 
e = 2 (U12+ u21> = u, U12 = U21 = u, 

.Qll~ = .Q = alull-alluf.= alu, u] = u:: = o. 
Equations (1), (12), (14), (15) constitute a complete set of equations describing the process 
of plastic yielding. 
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The corresponding three-dimensional model would be much more complicated, never
theless the general procedure should be the same as in the case considered here (general 
field equations constituting the basis of considerations), and the general field equations 
seem to describe properly the phenomenon of yielding. 

This paper was aimed, however, at demonstrating the theoretical foundations of the 
plastic yielding model, and thus, our considerations have been confined to such relations 
which could be experimentally verified, i.e., to one-dimensional processes. 
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